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For three generations, Van Leer® has used the finest ingredients to craft a full range of high quality
chocolates with a distinct North American appeal. Today, Van Leer continues this taste tradition with the
support of Barry Callebaut and its 150 years of chocolate making experience. Van Leer’s traditional range
of products includes pure chocolate, compounds, glazes, and sugar-free products in various formats.
In addition, Van Leer offers a selection of premium products, including chocolate made with Belgian
unsweetened chocolate, certified ingredients and high cacao content. You can rely on Van Leer chocolate
to provide the rich flavor of European Chocolate made with American craftsmanship.

www.vanleerchocolate.com
Barry Callebaut North America • 600 West Chicago Avenue, Ste 860 • Chicago, IL 60654 • 800.225.1418
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Celebrating a year of accomplishments with an eye toward the future.
December is a time to reflect on the past year and to get excited about the year ahead. We’re
always learning and growing, and so, too, are our customers. Many of them had big years, in
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and have since found community connections to be essential to their success.
Supporting businesses like Cops & Doughnuts is the core of Dawn’s business. We are proud
to be serving more artisanal bakeries than ever before and have welcomed the opportunity to
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connect with them and the communities they feed to better understand their needs. After all,
being a part of the same community means helping each other succeed.
Looking ahead, we will continue publishing meaningful industry tips and insights on
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Dawn’s website, on social media and in Batter Up. Our goal is to help all of our customers grow
their way to success. We know how much effort it takes to run a bakery, and we will work hard

Batter Up is the ultimate
business resource for
artisanal bakers, featuring
actionable advice for
meeting the bottom line,
inspiring ideas for wowing
customers and guidance on
harnessing the latest trends
in the bakery industry.
Issued quarterly and handdelivered to readers, the
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Imagination, 600 W. Fulton
St., Suite 600, Chicago, IL
60661; (312) 887-1000.
All rights reserved. ©
Dawn Foods is a
third-generation family
business passionately
committed to creating
life’s sweet moments.
Dawn Foods offers
artisanal bakers, foodservice leaders, baked
goods manufacturers and
in-store bakeries across
the globe a complete
selection of innovative
products—including mixes,
bases, icings, glazes,
fillings and frozen dough,
as well as par-baked and
fully baked products—and
access to a network of
bakery distribution centers.
Headquartered in Jackson,
Michigan, Dawn Foods
employs nearly 5,000
people in 57 locations
worldwide and operates
in 105 countries.
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to ensure 2017 is a great year for our customers, their customers and the industry we all love.

3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Gluten-Free and Open for Business
Who are all these people hoping to beat the wheat—and how can you satisfy them?

ON THE
RISE

GLUTEN-FREE 411

$485.5
MILLION

The value of the gluten-free
market—more than half
of which is generated by
the bakery industry.

Who’s buying gluten-free products?
1. PEOPLE WITH CELIAC DISEASE, ALLERGIES AND SENSITIVITIES

3

MILLION

18
MILLION

people in the U.S. have celiac
people have gluten sensitivity,
disease. Eating gluten can
meaning they experience
lead to damage in the small
symptoms similar to those with
intestine in people who
celiac disease when they consume
have celiac disease.
gluten but haven’t tested positive.

2. HEALTH-MINDED CONSUMERS

Many equate “gluten-free” with a healthy diet,
digestive health and feeling well.
Top reasons this group goes gluten-free:

improve health

manage weight

cut carbs

TO CASH IN:
CLEAN UP

BUILD TRUST

TOUT HEALTH

GO PREMIUM

Create processes for
sanitizing counters,
prep areas, tools and
utensils to avoid crosscontamination.

Only 45% of
consumers believe
“gluten-free” labels.
Showcase your
smarts with clear
labels and signs.

Improve descriptions
of gluten-free
breads, muffins and
bagels to highlight
health properties.

More than 1/4 of
consumers will pay
more for higher-quality
gluten-free products.
Justify hikes with
menu descriptions.

Saratoga Gluten Free Foods
Bakery in Saratoga Springs,
New York, is GREAT
Kitchens-accredited by
Beyond Celiac, meaning it
upholds gluten-free
standards.

Do-Rite Donuts & Coffee
in Chicago has a separate
menu section for
gluten-free cake donuts.

Three Bakers in Moscow,
Pennsylvania, describes its
gluten-free Maxomega™
Whole Grain and 5-Seed
Bread as “a special
combination of 5 seeds
provides an excellent source
of Omega 3 ALA.”

Erin McKenna's Bakery in
New York City, Los Angeles
and Orlando, Florida,
offers agave-sweetened
gluten-free brownies for
$16/dozen and gluten-free
brownies made with vegan
sugar for $13.75/dozen.

Sources: “What’s the Size of the U.S. Gluten-free Prize? $490m, $5bn, or $10bn,” Elaine Watson, Food Navigator USA, Feb. 27, 2014; “Gluten-free Growing Despite Changing Perceptions,” Rebekah Schouten, Food Business News, Dec.
8, 2015; “Global Gluten-free Packaged Food Market 2015–2019,” Technavio, Dec. 23, 2015; “Fast Facts about Celiac Disease Infographic,” Beyond Celiac; “Think You’re Sensitive to Gluten? Think Again,” Julie Upton, U.S. News & World
Report, June 11, 2015; “Gluten-free: What’s Really Driving The Sales Boom,” The Hartman Group, May 20, 2015; “Gluten Sensitivity,” Celiac Disease Foundation; “Hidden Gluten & Cross Contamination,” Gluten Free Society; “GREAT
Gluten-free Kitchens,” Beyond Celiac; "What Is Celiac Disease?," Celiac Disease Foundation.

FROM THE
PANTRY

DESSERT
ISLAND
YOU’RE STRANDED ON A
‘DESSERT ISLAND’ — WHAT’S
YOUR MUST-HAVE?

DEBBIE ROSE
Owner; Fine Sconehenge
Baking Co.;
Camarillo, California

“Chocolate is
a luxury. It’s
my must-have
ingredient because
it tastes great and
can be combined
with other foods. It
can be melted or
shaved and then
mixed into different
recipes like our
cafe mocha scones
and peanut butter
chocolate chip
cookies.”

Toast With
the Most
A mix of creative toppings
and a nostalgic nod
make bread a winner
Giulietta Carrelli, owner
of Trouble Coffee & Coconut Club
in San Francisco, struggled to decide
which baked goods to serve in her coffee shop when
it opened in 2007. She was seeking items with a high
profit margin and emotional appeal. “I talked to my
mom,” Carrelli says. “She said, ‘Remember all the times
you had a bad day and we made you cinnamon toast?’”
So Carrelli began serving thick slabs of artisanmade white bread, slathered with butter and topped
with cinnamon sugar. Customers ate it up. “Toast is
the reason [my business] made it,” says Carrelli,
who now sells toast topped with peanut butter and
honey swirled to resemble spider webs and waves.
(Think latte designs on bread.)
Toast turned out to be the perfect way to transform
a staple into a luxe treat for Carrelli—and for bakers
nationwide. Many have embraced toast as a platform
to show off creative chops—Milque Toast Bar in

St. Louis goes farm-to-table, topping toast with
produce from nearby community gardens. Offerings
include smørrebrød—Danish open-faced rye bread
sandwiches—topped with mushrooms, goat cheese,
truffle oil and herbs, and avocado, tomato and Havarti
with Sriracha aioli and watercress.
There’s something deeply practical about the
humble product as well. Bread is in every bakery, along
with ingredients that could easily be transformed
into a trendy toast topper. Put pantry staples to
work by experimenting with different combinations:
blueberries and ricotta cheese for a fresh take, or
almond butter and green apples.
With few overhead costs and a growing customer
base, toast is an investment that almost
guarantees reward. — Heather Lalley

Vegan desserts – More than just
a micro-movement within vegetarianism,
veganism is the new gluten-free.

THE
TREND
TICKER

What’s On Its Way In
2017:
What's on order
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INNOVATION
STATION

Protein-packed baked goods – Carbs will get a boost from an extra dose of
protein in 2017, and the healthy eating megatrend will continue to influence the industry.
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What’s
Sources: National Restaurant Association; QSR Magazine;
Nation's Restaurant News; IDDBA "What's in Store 2016"

COULD IT
CATCH
ON?

Vegan Victory
With aquafaba,
vegans can indulge
in desserts that have
been off the table.

Consumer demand for vegan options has brought
many niche ingredients to mainstream menus. The
latest hack has the potential to reshape the basic
formula of many desserts.

Aquafaba, the viscous water created after
chickpeas or other legume seeds have been cooked, has
vegans on the hunt for new recipes because of its ability
to perfectly mimic the structure and features

of egg whites. Stack soft peaks created from egg
whites next to aquafaba-based soft peaks (pictured,
right), and you’d be hard-pressed to tell the difference.
The implications of this discovery are endless, but
the most obvious is that vegans can now eat angel food
cake and macaroons without suffering the side effects
of a compromised substitute altering the texture and

flavor. That’s great news
for bakers scrambling to
feed vegans.
Aquafaba has caught
on quickly since its 2015
discovery, receiving
attention from Eater, Bon
Appetit and The New York Times. Meanwhile, “Vegan
Meringue — Hits and Misses,” the Facebook group
dedicated to aquafaba experimentation, has seen its
membership skyrocket to nearly 55,000 people in less
than a year.
All of this means one thing: The time for bakers to
begin experimenting with aquafaba is now.
— Abigail Covington

BEST
PRACTICE

Well-Equipped:
Labor Scheduling Apps
These top-rated iOS and Android apps cater to bakeries
and will save you time, paper and headaches.

7SHIFTS

ZIP SCHEDULES

HOTSCHEDULES

FOR YOU:

FOR YOU:

FOR YOU:

Assign shifts and notify staff automatically when
schedules are posted.

Straightforward, editable scheduling

Schedule shifts based on past sales and
labor forecast.

Manage overtime with scheduling alerts.
Access reports on projected sales and actual labor
costs, and employee attendance.
Message employees via SMS, email and
employees’ walls within the app.

Select your bakery's state and monitor labor
law compliance, including overtime, shift
breaks, part-time staff and employment of minors.
Forecasting capabilities based on past sales
and inventory data
FOR YOUR TEAM:

Receive overtime warnings and projected costs.
Keep track of employee certifications for
staffing needs.
Post bakerywide messages; send messages
to individuals or groups based on job type.

FOR YOUR TEAM:

Easy shift swapping, with manager approval

FOR YOUR TEAM:

Easily trade shifts with other employees.

Request time off and avoid scheduling snafus,
such as being scheduled to work during approved
time off.

Easily submit time off requests.

PRICE: Software is $24.99 to $69.99 per bakery
location, per month on an annual plan. App is free.

PRICE: $19 to $49 per month for up to
100 employees; app is free.

PRICE: Pricing starts at $49 per month.
App is $2.99.

CHERRY ON TOP: Unlimited number
of employee users.

CHERRY ON TOP: Available in English,
Spanish, Chinese and French.

CHERRY ON TOP: More apps for recruiting,
training and inventory management are available.

Clock in and out on a computer or mobile device.
Photos by iStock, Thinkstock

— Ashley Greene Bernick

Receive shift reminders.

Swap, pick up or release shifts remotely,
with manager oversight.

Macaroons – The perfect-sized macaroons are available in endless flavor
varieties—celebrity pastry chef Chris Hanmer put them on everyone's radar.

What’s Everywhere

Hot
Miniature desserts – As customers’ culinary curiosity
expands, tiny treats give bakers the chance to experiment.

Cronuts® – The first baked good to go viral,
the Cronut® is still the industry's hottest pastry.
DawnFoods.com
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Master bakers talk stretching creativity—and
the bottom line—by taking chocolate to the next level.

T E R

T H A N

S

weets carry year-round appeal, but customer
cravings still have seasonality. A survey of
1,000 consumers found that their chocolate
cravings really kick in during winter. And,
in fact, the desire to cozy up with all things
cocoa only seems to be growing: “Chocolate’s
not only the No. 1 flavor on dessert menus, but it’s also risen 7
percent over the past four years,” says Jana Mann, senior director
of menu research at food industry research firm Datassential.
Appealing to chocolate-minded bakery customers takes
more than simply adding another fudge cake to the lineup,
though. “More and more, people are interested in trying something that’s approachable but exciting,” says Katherine Duncan,
founder of Katherine Anne Confections and a chocolate
consultant in Chicago. “They’re looking for something beyond
the chocolate chip muffin.”
At Hello Robin in Seattle, the yearn for something slightly
different is satisfied by an array of creative and unexpected
chocolate cookies: orange habanero with semisweet chocolate,
white chocolate and sprinkles, whole wheat with dark chocolate and sea salt, and a spiced Mexican chocolate meringue.
“Not every person loves everything,” says owner Robin
Wehl Martin. “We had one kid try an orange habanero chocolate cookie and ask, ‘Is this a joke? Did somebody pepper my
cookie?’” But customers do appreciate the diverse offerings.

By Kate
Rockwood
Photography by
Tyllie Barbosa

Bold diners gravitate toward spice, nostalgic customers love
sprinkles, and chocoholics want to experiment and try something new, she says. “Everyone starts with the chocolate chip
cookie, and then it’s like, ‘What’s next?’”

Where There’s Smoke …
The big question today isn’t milk vs. dark, it’s: How far toward
savory can you push baked goods while staying sweet?
Customer curiosity is no longer piqued by the mere idea of
salt with chocolate, so more shops are highlighting different
varietals, like Maldon or black lava sea salt, and they’re using
different colored salts for visual appeal, Duncan says.
DawnFoods.com
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Likewise, Mexican hot chocolate, with its signature blend of
cinnamon and cayenne, has moved mainstream. “Cayenne is delicious, but it’s no longer as interesting for customers looking for
fun variations,” Duncan says. “Now, you see more people smoking
ghost peppers and different chilies, and pairing that with chocolate.”
Smoke is another trend that suddenly seems to be everywhere, including all over the menu at Hot Cakes, also in Seattle.
The bakery’s signature chocolate molten cake served in mason
jars draws crowds, but it’s the variety that keeps customers
coming back for more, says owner Autumn Martin. In addition to dark chocolate, milk chocolate and vegan molten cakes,
customers can pick from a black and tan cake—milk and dark
chocolate, served with stout caramel sauce—or a s’mores cake
made with smoked chocolate, roasted marshmallows, housemade graham crackers and smoked caramel sauce.
“I approach developing flavors without any boundaries,”
Martin says. “Instead of starting from a place of dessert, I think
a lot about the savory world and what savory combinations I
enjoy, and then I just try them with chocolate.” Don’t think you
have to break out the pans to test an idea. She recommends
simply eating a square of chocolate with the savory item to
see if the combo has merit. Those test bites helped her pursue
bakery pairings with white sage, salty olives and preserved
lemons. They also helped her veto sweet potato and white
chocolate (“not exciting enough”) without having to invest
ingredients or kitchen time in test runs.

A CANDYMAKER’S
TOP TIPS
Katherine Duncan, founder of Katherine
Anne Confections in Chicago, dishes on
how to boost the rich chocolate flavor
in baked goods. (Hint: Doubling the
chocolate won’t cut it.)

TRICK-OUT TEXTURE: “Adding cocoa
powder is the easiest way to not blow
out the wet and dry proportions of your
recipe. If you double the chocolate, you’ll
have to add some moisture. But then
if you fold in an extra egg, that might
make your batter tough. Depending
on the recipe, you might want to add a
ton of chocolate chips. Those don’t get
emulsified within the batter, so you’ll get
gooey bits of messy chocolate.”
FILL ‘ER UP: “Fillings and ganache
are a really solid way to get an insane,
delicious chocolate flavor without fiddling
with the recipe’s ratios too much. Any
time you can add a distinct layer or filling
of flavor, that’s a chocolate win.”
DECORATE AND CHILL: “Chocolate
loves to be worked with at 55 to 70
degrees. We’ve worked with chocolate
at higher temps, but it’s super tough and
frustrating. Sneak down to the basement
or stand in the walk-in fridge. The more
distance you can get from hot bakery
ovens, the better.”

Step Into the White
Often dismissed by bakers and chocolate fans alike, white chocolate has recently made inroads. “Chefs are starting to use white
chocolate in new ways, like roasting it over low and slow heat
until its sugar caramelizes, then whipping it into a mousse, baking
it into pastries or drizzling it on top of desserts,” Mann says. In
a recent survey, she explains, nearly half of operators now see
white chocolate as a long-term trend, and the same number of
consumers view white chocolate as innovative and adventurous.
The trick to making baked goods with white chocolate and
having them actually taste like chocolate is to opt for high-quality
ingredients, Duncan says. “Most manufacturers take out the
cocoa butter and put in vegetable fat instead. The product’s more
stable, but consumers can taste that it’s not as delicious.”

S’mores Cookie
Autumn Martin; Hot Cakes; Seattle

40 ounces pastry flour
22 ounces whole wheat flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
2 teaspoons baking powder
4 teaspoons salt
32 ounces butter
38 ounces dark brown sugar
20 ounces sugar
8 eggs
2 pounds smoked chocolate chips
Mini marshmallows (approximately 4 per cookie)
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The beauty of white chocolate is that it imparts all the richness that makes chocolate so appealing, without dominating
more subtle ingredients. “We have a strawberries and cream
cookie made with big, flat discs of white chocolate chips,
and you can really taste the intensity of the berry,” says Wehl
Martin. The same is true of the cinnamon roll and white chocolate cookie, originally intended as a limited-time offer, that
Hello Robin recently released. “We’ve already gotten so many
emails, asking when it’s coming back, so I’ll probably do it
again soon,” she says. “People love the surprise—that it’s chocolate, but it’s not just chocolate.”
Kate Rockwood is a freelance food and business writer in Chicago.

Blend dry ingredients in a bowl, sift and set aside.
In a mixer, cream sugars with butter for 3 minutes on speed 1 or until the mixture is a few shades
lighter and appears fluffy. Add the eggs, one at a time, mixing after each addition. Mix briefly on
low until the batter looks uniformly smooth.
Add the dry ingredients in three stages, mixing after each addition until evenly absorbed.
Periodically scrape down the bowl and paddle to ensure all of the flour is being incorporated.
Be careful not to overmix. Stir in the smoked chocolate chips until they are evenly dispersed
throughout the batter.
Using a 2-ounce ice cream scooper, scoop the batter onto a parchment-lined cookie sheet, and
space cookies at least 3 inches apart from each other.
Pat the cookies down slightly so they are flat on top, sitting about 1 inch high. Do not flatten
entirely. Gently press about 4 mini marshmallows into the top of each cookie, spacing them evenly.
Bake cookies at 375 F for about 20 minutes or until the edges are light golden brown. Cool for at
least 7 minutes before transferring to a rack for more cooling.
Yields approximately 48 cookies.

SPEED
UP
THE SLOWDOWN
TRANSFORM THE
POST-HOLIDAY
SLUMP INTO
A BOON FOR
BUSINESS
Photo by iStock

By Monica Ginsburg

Once the pumpkin pies, Christmas cookies and
specialty cakes have been sold, many bakeries
face another tradition: the winter slump. But
a slowdown in business is a chance to rethink
operations and roll out new initiatives to drive
sales—after the holidays and throughout the
year. Here are five strategies for doing so, plus a
seasoned pro’s tip for each.

improve planning, control costs and successfully
create a road map for new revenue streams,” she
says. Parsons recommends reviewing monthly
financial statements for the past three years to
validate assumptions about slow periods. This is
also a good time to work with an accountant or a
financial adviser to get a handle on expenses, gross
margins and other key performance indicators.

Crunch the Numbers

PRO TIP: Check local chambers of commerce or
economic development offices, which often offer
workshops for small-business owners. In addition
to providing valuable insights and connections to
local financial services, events can be a good way to
network with other business owners in the area.

Before totally revamping the way you run your
bakery, take stock of your business, says Sabrina
Parsons, a small-business adviser and CEO of
Palo Alto Software in Eugene, Oregon. “The more
you know about your business, the more you can

DawnFoods.com
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Mickey’s Pastry Shop in Goldsboro, North Carolina, has been a family-run bakery business
since 1946. When in-store supermarket bakeries
started eating into the bakery’s share of market
in the 1980s, co-owner Jerry Ray launched the
bakery’s wholesale business. Today, wholesale
accounts for 60 percent of sales, with Mickey’s
supplying cupcakes, tarts, pies, cakes and long
johns to 100 stores in eastern North Carolina.
The steady nature of wholesale helps the
bakery weather the ups and downs of seasonal
sales. “We’re slow in January after the holidays and
in June and July, after the graduation season, but
our wholesale business is consistent throughout
the year,” says co-owner Melanie Daniels.
Focus on consistently reliable quality when
launching a wholesale program. The bakery’s
workflow ensures whoever mixes the yeast-raised
dough or cake batters controls quality, Daniels
explains. That person is responsible for recording
room temperature and humidity and making
adjustments to water or water temperature, as
well as proofing time, if needed. Specific gravity
is used to measure the aeration of cake batters,
and the person mixing cake batters is responsible
12
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for obtaining specific gravity within the bakery’s
acceptable limits before depositing batters.
While these established roles exist, that’s not
to say the wholesale business isn’t a team effort.
All of Mickey’s staff dedicates some portion of
the workday to wholesale. Retail staff members
are trained to handle wholesale orders that are
called into the bakery. When retail is slow, staff
members pack and price wholesale items. They’re
also responsible for icing cupcakes and half cakes,
and that can add up to 40 percent of wholesale
work on some days.
Another key ingredient to doing wholesale
right is personal relationships, Daniels says. Two
drivers also fill the role of outside sales staff and
take the following week’s order upon each delivery.
Recently, Mickey’s began offering party trays—a
mix of best-sellers and new items—to each wholesale location. “You’ve got to feed the clerks in the
stores and let them start talking to their customers
about your products,” Daniels says. This marketing
tactic also serves to introduce Mickey’s to new
audiences—after seven decades in the community,
the shop’s customers are aging, too. “At some point,
we have to replace those customers with new ones,”
Daniels adds. “And wholesale has done that for us.”

PRO TIP: “Cost out your products carefully—down
to the penny—and be sure to include things like
labels and gas mileage,” Daniels says. She regularly
updates costs in an inventory-tracking program as
price of ingredients and packaging fluctuate.

Grow Into Catering
Kelly Lynch, manager of Scafuri Bakery, an Italian
bakery and cafe in Chicago, says business slows
down in January and February, and then again in
June and July, as students from the nearby University
of Illinois’ Chicago campus leave for the summer.
Last year, after several customers ordered whole
quiches to serve at office lunches, Lynch decided to
expand into catering to even out seasonal dips.
She first focused the catering menu on items
staff already knew how to prepare. Then, she
rounded it out with breakfast daypart items, such
as yogurt, fruit and granola. Because she started
catering as a trial run, initial marketing efforts
were grassroots: calling on nearby offices and
dropping off fliers and bakery samples.
Back at the bakery, Lynch created a formal
process for taking and fulfilling orders to ensure
a consistent experience for customers. She also
hired an outside delivery service to ensure no

Photo by Thinkstock

Chew On This: Wholesale

4 Ways to Get Smart During the Slump
1. Gather intel. Survey your customers to learn how often they visit your bakery and what
keeps them coming back. If you have an email list, online tools, such as SurveyMonkey, can
help you create and launch surveys and evaluate results. With customer insights, you can better
market your goods—and save by cutting what’s not working.
2. Assess competition. Shop their bakeries and surf their websites to research pricing,
menus and target customers. Don’t rip off their ideas—instead, find out what they’re missing
and determine whether it’s a hole you can fill.
3. Freshen up. Use slow periods to catch up on back-burner projects, like updating decor and
completing general maintenance. In addition to researching additional revenue opportunities,
Amber Barros of The Good Cookies & Beyond in Torrance, California, uses slower periods to
revamp counter displays and make room for additional equipment.
4. Get creative. Barbara Tracy at Marilyn’s Bakery in Hobart, Indiana, looks forward to
downtime to train staff and try out new recipes. January can be a great time for cross-training
and allowing staff to recommend new additions to the menu.

employees—that is, her labor force—have to leave
the shop. A year in, catering remains a small but
mighty part of the business. Community feedback
has been positive, and Lynch says there is potential
for more growth. “When the students leave for the
summer, the offices and hospitals still have meetings,” she says.
PRO TIP: Before jumping into catering, forecast
costs and complexity, Parsons says. If you’re not
fueling an expansion with a bigger staff, be sure
you have enough employees—with the right
skills—to make it work.

Share the Dough
Donating baked goods to charity may seem
counterintuitive to driving profit, but during slow
months, it’s a worthwhile way to market your bakery.
Amber Barros, co-owner of The Good Cookies
& Beyond, a gluten-free bakery in Torrance, California, says she fields at least one donation request a
day, either for gift cards or for products for an event.
For her, the key to profitability was limiting donations to causes that align with her bakery’s brand
or those that she feels connected to, such as celiac
disease and autism.

Barros offers local businesses a 10 percent
discount year-round and hosts charities that
she cannot donate to due to budget constraints.
She has to carefully choose which companies
she donates products to based on a few factors:
whether the gifts fit within her bakery’s annual
budget, if she expects a worthwhile return and if
the request comes from an existing customer.
The payoff is clear. For a local corporation’s
recent fundraiser, the bakery provided $2,000
worth of bite-sized desserts. By Barros’ estimates, that turned into $10,000 in business from
customers who work for the company or attended
the event.
Marilyn’s Bakery in Hobart, Indiana, has also
profited from doing business with a charity. The
bakery is located on the grounds of Johnson’s
Farm, which closes for the season at the end of
October and sharply impacts the bakery’s business,
says Barbara Tracy, Marilyn’s president. To cover
expenses for the three-week gap between then and
Thanksgiving, when orders pick up, Tracy started
offering unbaked frozen pies for $9.50 each to
community groups, including schools and church
groups. The bakery suggests a resale price of $15,
with the profit going to the organization. Marilyn’s
now works with more than 35 groups, expanding
the bakery’s reach well beyond farm customers.
“Last year, we made 10,000 pies in three weeks,”
says Tracy. “We made more pies for fundraising
than for Thanksgiving. It covers our overhead, we
still make a profit, and we don’t have to downsize
then rehire staff for the holiday season.”
PRO TIP: Set a budget for donations and stick to
it. “If you can, select the cause or causes you will
support before you open your doors,” Barros says.

Engage the Buddy System
Partnerships with local businesses, artists and
leaders can help you reach new customers and
increase revenue streams.
That’s what Barros learned when, earlier
this year, The Good Cookies & Beyond started
piloting partnerships. It teamed up with a local
winery to co-host a wine and dessert night, and
with a local craft brewery for a donut and beer
night. About 20 to 30 people attended each event,
and Barros says she saw a 10 percent increase in
week-over-week sales. “We found these events
bring in a different type of customer—someone
who is not necessarily gluten-free but loves our
products,” she says.
Scafuri Bakery uses another seasonal tactic.
In the summer, to take advantage of evening foot
traffic around nearby restaurants, the bakery stays
open late on Friday nights to host a series of BYOB
live music events, featuring local performers who
play for free or a small fee. “We wanted to catch
the before- or after-dinner crowd looking for a
place to have a drink or dessert,” Lynch says. “They
can’t find us if our space is dark.” For bakeries with
fair weather year-round, this is a no-brainer for
January and February.
PRO TIP: Promote events with postcards, fliers or
table cards in the bakery, as well as with signs or sidewalk chalkboards. Tuck fliers into takeout orders
and update your website and phone messages to
include event information. In addition, bakeries that
have mastered email marketing and social media
should keep those channels updated with event info.
Monica Ginsburg is a feature writer and cookie
enthusiast working and baking in Chicago.
DawnFoods.com
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5 STEPS
TO ...

When Tim Clegg decided to
open a second Hurts Donut,
he started by focusing on
demographics, rather than ZIP
codes. Millennials flock to the
original bakery in Springfield,
Missouri, for its maple bacon
and “cereal killer” Fruit Loop
donuts, so proximity to a college
campus seemed key. “We had a
short list of cities that we were
interested in, and we were waiting for a campus corner space
to open up,” he says. Norman,
Oklahoma, was No. 3 on the list,
but timing catapulted it to No. 1.
When a retail space opened up
on a high-traffic corner near the
University of Oklahoma, Clegg
sprang into action. “Within
24 hours, we were in contact
with the landlord to look at
the space,” he says.

3

Think expansion is as simple as
copying and pasting your existing bakery
into a new storefront? Think again.

2

Know Your Competitors—But Don’t Let Them Get to You

You may know your current competitors inside and out, but opening in a new area means starting from scratch
with assessing your threats. When Hurts Donut signed its second lease, the shop was situated five hours from the
original store. But Clegg attended the University of Oklahoma and knew the bakery scene in Norman well enough
to understand the market saturation. But beware: It’s easy to waste too much time fixating on the competitive landscape,
says Kamal Grant, owner of Sublime Doughnuts in Atlanta. “We thought about the competition when we were opening
our second location,” he says. “But really, we just try to do the best product that we can and hope people choose us.”

Befriend the Powers That Be

Building ordinances, zoning restrictions, local
legislation—oh my! It might feel like one misstep
will delay your opening for months. But Clegg, who
has since opened several more Hurts Donut outposts, shares
this tip for navigating the red tape: Reach out to city officials
early and often. “We wanted to make sure we were in
compliance from day one, so during every stage—planning,
architecture, build-out—we were in constant contact,” he
says. That not only helps ensure a smooth opening, but it also
sets the tone for handling ongoing issues. “Remember you’ll
be dealing with the health department or the permit department … long after your doors first open,” Clegg says.
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4

Tighten
Your Belt

Underestimating costs is
one of the most common—and
killer—mistakes you can make.
“Even when you think you’re right
on budget, something’s bound to
come up, so try to keep costs as low
as possible, so you can have some
wiggle room,” Grant says. Consider
hiring a financial pro to help you set
and stick to a launch budget.

5

Set Yourself Up
for Success

Sure, you’ve launched a bakery before.
But this time, you’ll be juggling an opening
while running another business. To give both
bakeries enough TLC, Clegg planned trips to the
new location during the week, when the Springfield spot was slower. Finding a local repair team
to handle sporadic issues also helped minimize
scrambling. “Without great contingency planning, I’d be jumping in the car myself to drive
five hours to put out every fire,” he says.
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Track Your
Target
Customer

Scouting
Your
Next Spot

FRESH
THINKING
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DawnFoo
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Herb Is the Word
OUT OF THE GARDEN, INTO DESSERTS

LAVENDER: ADD A
FLORAL FLOURISH TO
SHORTBREAD—GRIND
A PINCH OF DRIED
LAVENDER INTO SUGAR.

MINT: INFUSE FRESH
MINT LEAVES AND STEMS
INTO MELTED BUTTER;
STRAIN TO MAKE THE
BASE OF CHOCOLATE
MINT BROWNIES.

SAGE: FOLD FINELY
CHOPPED FRESH SAGE
AND LEMON ZEST INTO
CORNMEAL CRUST
FOR A CITRUS TART.

THYME: FOR A
SAVORY TWIST ON
BUTTER COOKIES, ADD
FRESH LEAVES AND
SEA SALT TO DOUGH.
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BASIL: PAIR A
SPRIG WITH LEMON
AND ADD BOTH
TO THE BATTER OF
YOGURT CAKE.

